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A matter of time

The light installation A matter of time explores the topic of time and its 
measurability. It addresses our time system based on the rotation of ce-
lestial bodies, which organizes and structures our everyday into exact units 
of time.

A matter of time focuses on the immaterial phenomenon of light, which 
forms the departure point of a conceptual approach to the relationship bet-
ween the solar system and time and refers self-referentially to its underlying 
materiality. The work consists of a minimalist geometric form and a light 
channel. The light channel is mounted on the sculptural form by means of 

a motor and a wire rope sheave and is digitally triggered by an interface. 

Analogous to the rotation of the solar system around its centre (also called 

galactic year), the light channel rotates 360 degrees around the sculpture 

within 225 million years - a movement hat can only be comprehended in a 

mental but never in a real way.  

In doing so A matter of time questions the time system, juxtaposing it with 

the individual perception of time. With its inherent but invisible movement the 

work reveals a current state and can evoke thoughts about time, individual 

perceptions of time and space or global developments in the present and 

the future.    

A matter of time
Light installation, 2017
Steel, Led-strip, motor, interface, cable, power supply 
190x135cm    



Not every minute contains 60 seconds 

Referring to time and its measurability the installation Not every minute 
contains 60 seconds explores the system of time focusing on units of 
measurements. In the form of an abstract graphic representation Not every 
minute contains 60 seconds investigates the precisely defined SI second as 

well as the leap second used for the synchronisation of coordinated world 

time and mean solar time. Analogous to the extact amount of seconds of 

a common year it shows 31536000 dots, printed in the smallest possible 

rasterization of the screen printing technique. Seemingly monochrome fields 

reveal this rasterization only upon closer inspection. 

Not every minute contains 60 seconds 
Hand-pulled screen prints, 2017
675x408cm and 72x102cm



50 Hz

The work 50 Hz refers to time representation depending on the electrical 
network frequency. Although many clocks are now digitally controlled, 
numerous timepieces with synchronous electric motors rely on the utility 
frequency of the AC electric power grid as a timing source. Since the exact 
frequency of the grid varies, deviations between network phase time and 
UTC may occur. To maintain synchronization and avoid time errors, the 
frequency is adjusted as needed by a control center. 
This phenomenon is expressed in the work 50 Hz. It consists out of a steel 

bar, formally referring to a clock hand, which functions as a sculptural form 

in space. Additionally, the steel bar is oscillated by a transducer connected 

to the power supply. Analogous to the power frequency of 50 Hz, the steel 

slightly oscillates and thus creates a subtle sound, which, like a constant 

hum, expands the sculptural element of the work by an auditive one. 

Referring to the electrical alternating current network and its role in time 

measuring, 50 Hz questions the idea of time as a linear function. 

50 Hz
Sound installation, 2017 
Steel, oszillator, transformer, cable 
180x13x0,5cm 



Running Light

Running Light is a site-specific light installation transforming the landmarked 
water tower of the city of Marchtrenk (Upper Austria) into a light signal. A 
light strip is doing a 360° rotation around the cylinder-shaped water tank 
and hereby refers to maritime light and signal devices used for location 

determination. In the form of an abstract and rotating light sculpture the 

27 metres high tower reveals it’s own location as well as the position of 

the others and refers to migration-issues, forms of movement, navigation 

and orientation.        
    

Running Light
Site specific light installation, 2017
54 LED-strips à 4 meters, aluminium, arduino, controller, cables   



steel, oscillating 

The work steel, oscillating deals with the bone conduction technique, where 
human bones serve as “sound transmitter”. 

Flat bars out of steel, normally needed as construction material, are used 
as sculptural elements in the space. They are positioned in a certain way 
and give the impression of a silent, soundless installation. Because of 
their arrangement the objects become graphic lines and form architectural 

elements. But the installation is not a silent one. By built-in bone conductors 

the flat bars are vibrating – not yet hearable by the visitors. The visitors are 

invited to approach the bars and interact with the installation by leaning 

their heads against the oscillating material. In doing so they perceive a 

certain sound composition that refers to the vibrating resonance of metal. 

By positioning his body in the space the visitor is able to interfere and 

interact with the installation and thus the hearing process becomes an 

active and performative element as well as something individually sensible 

and perceptible. 

steel, oscillating
Sound installation, 2015
Steel, bone conductors, amplifier, Raspberry Pi, cables 
Dimensions variable 



Not every minute contains 60 seconds, Artists book 

The artists book Not every minute contains 60 seconds is an extension of 
the same-named screen printed series. Referring to time and its measurability 
it explores the system of time focusing on units of measurements. In the 
form of a book, abstract graphic representations show the complete number 
of seconds of a common year. Using the smallest possible rasterization, 
Not every minute contains 60 seconds investigates the precisely defined 
SI second as well as the leap second used for the synchronization of 
coordinated world time and mean solar time. 

As the Earth is constantly undergoing a deceleration, the atomic time 

will slowly drift apart from the mean solar time. In order to balance the 

occurring difference, a leap second is added to the clocks every now and 

then. Consisting out of 31536000 printed dots Not every minute contains 

60 seconds is a graphical approach to this phenomena, showing the exact 

amount of seconds of a common year on 204 pages. The leap second – 

represented as a single dot on a sheet – becomes a barely visible element 

referring to the second as the standardized unit within our system of 

measurement.  

Artists book: Not every minute contains 60 seconds
Paper, cardboard, digital print, open stitch binding 
Size: 20x27cm, 204 pages 
Limited and signed edition of 30



2500m above sea level

2500m above sea level was realized during an Artist-in-Residence stay in 
the Netherlands. It is based on a research about the specific geographical 
and topographical character of different countries, especially concerning 
elevation. Having spent half of her childhood in Tyrol the artist grew up in 
mostly mountainous parts and rocky surroundings. In contrast, most of the 

Netherlands is extremely flat or even below sea level. The installation 2500 

meters above sea level directly refers to this difference. By rebuilding the 

abstract form of a fence Miriam Hamann displaces alpine signs and forms 

to the Netherlands. In its appearance, the barrier refers to mountain slopes 

and hillsides, whereas it becomes a very abstract, differently slanted form in 

the space and the flat dutch surroundings. 

2500m above sea level 
Sculpture, 2018
Steel
210x3cmxvariable



3’2,2m3

The work 3‘2,2m3 is the result of an investigation into the sculptural           
presence of everyday objects and the function of sound as immaterial 
material. 
At first the objects formed from ventilation shafts evoke the impression of 
a purely sculptural and static work. However, excess pressure flaps have 
been built into the individual ventilation ducts, and ventilators control the   

movement of their fins. The actuation varies and is employed as in a 

composition. 

In addition to the de- and recontextualisation of everyday objects also 

the immaterial plays a role in 3‘2,2m3. Sound as an immaterial “fabric” is 

uncoupled from its environment and from its original function, becoming a 

building block for the creation of new architectures and spatial perceptions.

3‘2,2m3

Sound installation, 2014
Galvanised steel, fans, arduino interface, relais
Dimensions variable



Visualization of a clattering sound

The light installation Visualization of a clattering sound directly refers to 
the installation 3‘2,2m3. The sound wave, made out of neon tubes, is the 

visualization of a certain sound created by the movements of the ventilation 

flaps when closed and reopened by air draft.

Visualization of a clattering sound
Light installation, 2015 
Neontubes
100x90cm



le coup

An examination of light/space/staging was the original inspiration for the video 
installation le coup. Central to the work is the intention to catch light in the 

moment of its extinction and to therefore actively interfere with this moment. 

The auditory and visual intensity of the installation may prompt 

the viewer to reflect on the “over-presence” of shooting and 

war sounds, and their connotations, in the media today.

le coup
3-channel videoinstallation, 2009



One minute of arc

One minute of arc was realized during a stay as an artist-in-residence at 
Titanik Galeria, Finland. It is a work that not only shows captured forms 
and sounds found in Turku’s surroundings but further deals with the so 
called bone conduction: A technique that allows to hear a sound directly 
conducted to the inner ear through the bones. Hereby, human bones serve 

as “sound transmitter”.  

The installation One minute of arc incorporates this technique and combines 

the immaterial with site-specific sculptural forms. Abstract metal steel plates 

and bars, referring to Turku’s importance in shipbuilding and navigation are 

used as sculptural elements in the space. Originating from ships the materials 

reveal an unknown history and traces of use and indicate movements as well 

as perambulated journeys. 

One minute of arc 
Sound installation, 2016
Steel, bone conductors, MP3-players, amplifier
3x 150x50cm and 2x 80x80cm



initial 

The installation initial focuses on the sound of a fluorescent light switching 
on and off. The acoustic experience created by the electric voltage is as 
important here as the function of the light itself, with the sound it makes 
when switching on and off.

Either fluorescent lights already in the space are utilised, or new ones 

are mounted onto the ceiling parallel. They light up the (empty) space 

and are barely noticeable when integrated into the environment. However, 

the lighting in the room flickers. By means of digital programming, the 

lamps are triggered in such a way that they turn on and off randomly, 

and independently of one another. This sound is amplified and projected 

into another room whereby the sound of the interior is projected to the 

environment outside.

initial
Sound-/lightinstallation, 2014
Fluorescent lamps, cables, arduino, relay, microphones, loudspeakers



radiant

The work radiant, made for the Sinop Biennial 2014, refers to a famous 
quote by Sinop-born philosopher Diogenes. His words, “Stand out of my 
sun” are displayed in a light box, however the light source is not constant. 
Solar power is used to illuminate the text, the intensity of the lights thus 

dependent on the sunlight, which is blocked by the viewer if they approach 

the light box. The quote is then projected onto the viewers and controlled 

by them. They become an active part of the installation and can influence 

how it appears.

Aside from the historical reference to Diogenes, radiant also deals with our 

potential to switch to renewable energy sources and addresses the increa-

sing adoption of nuclear power, which is currently also a political issue in 

the Sinop area.  

radiant
Room installation, 2014
Light box, wood, solar panel, charge regulator



Pendulum

Pendulum deals with the movement of swinging, the sound it makes, and 
those experienced when one swings closer and farther away from something. 
An aspect of human auditory experience is captured and rendered into a 
sound installation. The installation comprises several loudspeakers set up 

in a U-shape. Analogous to a rocking motion, the sound “travels” from one 

speaker to the next, thus also moving past the recipient. Despite the static 

spatial environment, the feeling of movement, or of being moved, is created.

Pendulum creates an architecture generated from acoustic si-

gnals that goes beyond the classical architectural possibilities 

of the space. Thereby – due to the particular positioning of the 

loudspeakers – the sound itself becomes a building material.    

Pendulum
8-channel sound installation, 2013
Wood, speakers, audio amplifier, audio interface
Dimensions variable



Lines of position

The screen printed work series Lines of position deals with navigation and 
orientation systems and their formal and aesthetic manifestations. Details 
of ancient nautical charts were transformed from the analog to the digital 
and then printed again using the analog screen printing process. The ras-
terization abstracts the original hand drawing and creates new forms and 

structures. Another contextual relation to navigation systems is the use of 

the paper-like material Tyvek, which is currently being used more and more 

as a material for generating weather resistant maps and nautical charts. 

Lines of position has been produced as an edition, each of the three motifs 

has been hand pulled and is available in an edition of 5. 

Lines of position 
Installation, 2016
Hand-pulled screen prints on Tyvek, edition: 5+3AP
100x124cm 



Cylindrical, conical, azimuthal

Cylindrical, conical, azimuthal was created as part of an exploration of the 
topics of mapping and navigation and refers to technical methods of repre-
senting and depicting the terrestrial globe. In nautical maritime navigation 
for example the graphic reproduction of the earth‘s surface and its axes 
and latitudes is necessary. A method used for this is the so-called map 

projection, in which the three-dimensional globe is transferred by cutting and 

projection patterns on a two-dimensional surface. The resulting intersection 

lines became the starting point of the sculptural form of Cylindrical, conical, 

azimuthal, whose size refers to the human body dimension and thus seeks 

to place the visitor in a direct relation to the work.

Cylindrical, conical, azimuthal
Sculpture, 2016
Steel
190x100x1cm



Coded mind 

Our daily use of the internet is governed by all kinds of codes. Both on the 
computer and the smartphone, accessing the WWW is just one “click” away. 
Coded mind focuses on the keyboard as a pathway from the private to pub-
lic sphere. The piece begins with the typing and saving of personal, diary-like 
notes and deals with the sound that is generated by using the keyboard - 

the process of recording something and the possibility of its publication. The 

rhythm of the writer’s thoughts is acoustically recorded and uploaded to the 

internet (http://soundcloud.com/mira-h). Through the virtual documentation 

of the private sphere, it acquires a (supposed) meaning. In the second phase 

of the work, the flow of thoughts is typed and recorded once again while play-

ing the uploaded sounds. The act of typing becomes a mirror for the media.

Coded mind
Soundwork, 2012 

Excerpt on:
http://miriamhamann.com/coded_mind_en.php



phases, part I

The work phases refers to the idea of the “immaterial material” sound as 
a possibility to create an architectural environment as well as new spacial 
perceptions. 
Presented as a room installation the work phases, part I is the starting point 
of a series initially arose from a sound research about different materials. 
The idea therefore was to find out how different materials sound when they 

change their states of aggregation. Phases, part I focuses on the material 

concrete and its sound of the drying process. This sound has been recorded 

and then correlated with the final‘s sculptural appearance and form, referring 

to the inner process and past that got invisible and concealed behind the 

final material‘s state. 

phases, part I
Sound installation, 2015 
Concrete, loudspeakers, audio player, audio amplifier 
3x 100x100x3cm



40° Nord, 30° Süd 

Like a spacial oscilloscope the installation 40° Nord, 30° Süd reflects
measured satellite values of the light emission on earth by night. The arti-
ficial lighting of human areas of settlements have degenerated the rhythm 
of day and night. Nevertheless the artificial lighting of our surroundings is 
going more and more unnoticed because of its everyday occurrence. The 

installation 40° Nord, 30° Süd falls back on satellite pictures of the earth‘s 

lighting by night and directly relates the brightening and dimming of the light 

bulbs to the global light emission. Thus the viewers have the possibility to 

experience the abstract measured values and changes of lighting conditions 

as in an accessible diagram.       

40° Nord, 30° Süd 
Light installation, 2015 
Light bulbs, sockets, arduino interfaces, dimmer 
Dimensions variable



space( )

Binary codes form the basis of information processing. The information 
system, consisting of ‘1’ and ‘0’ or ‘on’ and ‘off’, gives reason to transform 
binary code from the digital to the analogue by way of integrating the 
numbers 1 and 0 into a system of light switches. The light switches are 
positioned together in a square of eight by eight elements, according to 
8-bit binary code. The switches are programmed analogously to the binary 
code of the individual characters. Each line produces a character, and when 

translated, all together they spell the word space( ). The blank as a gap 

or empty space, serves to separate two characters. In digital text, a blank 

space is identified as a gap, and is not represented by any character. To 

be digitally coded, however, the blank space takes up as much space as 

e.g. the letter ‘A’.

Space( ) transposes a symbol that bears no external physical presence but 

that is paramount for all text comprehension. Just like binary codes, the 

blank space is hidden, but when decoded, it facilitates the understanding 

and processing of information.

space( )
Installation, 2013 
Light switches, stainless steel
60x60cm



Ohne Schritt

Ohne Schritt deals with the phenomena of series, mass, arrangement and 
effect. Abstract forms of the human foot, cast as concrete, are reproduced 
multiple times. The concrete casts contradict the fragile structure of the 
human foot, all the while alluding to the strength and power it must embody 

to actually carry the body’s weight. The concrete thereby serves not only 

as a contrast but also as an analogy to the “material” of the human foot. 

The arrangement of the pairs of feet in the exhibition space convey the 

underlying ideas of the work - mass and effect. The objects, created as a 

series, refer to each other and raise the question of originality.

Ohne Schritt
Sculpture, 2012 
Concrete, 122 multiples
Dimensions variable



2,1 km

“[...] In fact, one of my most vivid childhood memories was my astonishment 
at how you could see the Vienna River (Wienfluss) turn red, then green, 
then finally blue again in the space of a few hours depending on what 
coloured textiles the dyer happened to be washing in the river at the time.”
(Martin Paul, 1915)

The sound installation 2.1 km deals with the Vienna River 
(Wienfluss) channeled underneath the Viennese square, Karlsplatz. 
The above mentioned quote about Karlsplatz, sourced from archives, can 
be heard playing out of a sewer grate. Embedded in the ground, the sound 

refers to the river’s existence below, confuses the listeners and provokes 

them to think about the content of the installation - the sinking of an 

urban space as well as the disappearance of a historically significant place.

    

2,1 km
Sound work, 2012

Excerpt on:
http://miriamhamann.com/2,1kilometer_en.php
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